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More Sight than Sound:
Extra-musical Qualities of the Qin
Nick Pearce

rf here is a rich literature in both Chinese and, to a lesser ex-
r tent, Westem languages concerning the zither-like musi-

cal instrument called the qin or guqin (Figs I and 1a). Most of
the literature cenfres on the playing tradition, including tablature,
playng techniques and the history of the instrument in real and
ml.thological terms. Much less discussion has involved the
purely visual qualities of the insf,ument and its music. By visual, I
do not mean just the construction of the instrument and the nam-
ing ofits various parts, topics that have been regularly discussed;
rather, I am referring to aspects of the inshument that emphasize a
close relationship with both painting and ideas that have their ori-

(Fig.  I  o)  Detoi l  o{  the qin
in Figure 1 showing the
inscr ibed t i t le

gin in Chinese visual culture. The relationship is based not only
on the fact that the qin appears in a large nurnber oflandscape and
figure paintings particularly from the l6th century onwards
but also on the numerous visual references and symbolic mean-
ings shared by the instrument and certain pieces written for it. It is
this aspect which will be explored in the present article.

The qin has long been recognized as an instrument indige-
nous to China and one with an ancient pedigree. From inscrip-
tions on early bronze vessels, it can be traced to about 1 400 BCE.
Chinese creationmyths wouldtake the instrumentback even fur-
ther, for its invention is atfributed to a number of mythical figures.
It has variously been associated with Fu Xi, ttre father of mea-
sures and systems; Shen Nong, who gave China its agriculture,
husbandry and sericulture technologies; and the sage-emperor
Yu Shun, who, according to the Yueji (Book of Music), invented
Ihe qinto accompany the singing of the Nanfeng (Southem Airsi)
collected nthe Shijing (Book of Odes). Linking the qin with Fu
Xi emphasized the relationship of the mathematical system to
that of music; with Shen Nong, the connection was made to the
manufacture of silk, the traditional material used for the strings of
the instrument and the cultivation of which was a defining char-
acteristic of the Chinese. In addition to the silk for the strings, the
wood for the body of the instrument was significant, as was the
shape ofthe inshument. Again we look to mythology and to Shen

Nong, who'... made a qin fromthe wood of the tongtree (or
wutong,theChinese parasol tree). It was three chi,sixcun and six

fen long (3 feet, 6.6 inches long), representing the number of
days in a full year. It was one and eighttenths of a cun *ick,

(Fig.  I  )  Yu Shun qin
Qing period, l Bth century
Wood wi th c innobor locquer
L e n g t h l l 2 c m
Trustees of the Notionol Museums of Scotlond (,I9'12-805)
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(Fig. 2) Poge from the qin compilotion Shenqi mipu
(The Mysterious ond Morvellous Toblciure), 1 425

symbolizing the multiplication product of three and six. Above

it was circular and gathered in, following the model of heaven.

Below it was square and flat, following the model of earth.

Above it was broad, while below it was narrow, following the

model of the rituals between superiors and inferiors ...'(trans-

lated by Timoteus Pokora, in Pokora, p. 181). The qin,then,

has been intimately connected to Chinese culture from the very

beginning.
Every parl of the instrument is named. While some of the

tems are purely descriptive, others have more transcendent

associations. The usual seven strings are symbolic ofthe levels

ofan ordered society: the first string represents the emperor;

the second, the officials; the third, the people; the fourth, pub-

lic affairs; the fifth, things; the sixth, civil affairs, and the sev-

enth, military affairs. The two sound holes on the back of the

qin are called longchi (dragon pond) and fengzhao (phoenix

pool), while other parts of the instrument have further correla-

tions with the dragon and phoenix, namelyfeng'e (phoenix fore-

head), longtin (dragon's gums) andjraowei (scorched tail). The

origins of these associations are complex, but on a basic level

they relate to the ancient Chinese belief in the dragon as the spirit

of the water and the phoenix as the firebird. Both are bringers of

vitality and fertility, and embed the qin, once again, in China's

creation m1ths. The terms are also highly visual, conjuring up

evocative images from the natural (and supematural) world. A

sffong visual component is also found in the tablature for the in-

strument and in descriptions ofperforming practice, aspects that

will be touched upon below.

The sounds th e qin emtts are delicate, but capable of great nu-

ance a reason why, along with its mythological associations, it

became the favoured instrument of the so-called literati, or elite

class. While the right hand plucks the strings with a backward or

forward movement, the left hand stops the strings or touches

them to create harmonics, vibrato or glissando. The seven strings

of the standard instrument were traditionally made of twined silk

of graded thickness and normally tuned to the Westem equivalent

of g, a, c, d, e, g, a (although there are variations), with a compass

of about three octaves. Notation is descriptive, using Chinese

characters to direct the player's finger movements and suggest

phrasing, style or mood, and rhyhm (Fig. 2). These indications -

andthat is largelywhatthey are-allow eachplayera great deal of

interpretative flexibiliq'. The names appliedto create the tones or

tirnbres are highly evocative ('lofty touch', 'clear touch', 'empf

touch', 'simple touch', 'antique touch'), again allowing the

player freedom of inlerpretation.

Sometime during the Song dynasty (960-1279),the associa-

tion of the qin with the literati seems to have become ever closer.

Previously, the instrument had been part of a ceremonial orches-

tra played in accompaniment to songs, and was probably not too

distinct from other instruments. It was played by both sexes (Fig.

3). However, the subtleties of the sound and its connection with

ritual, and specifically with the moral philosopher Confucius
(551-479 BCE) (who supposedlyplayedthe instrument), made it

ideal for representing scholarly status and aspirations. The Song

(Fig. 3) Po/oce Lodies Tuning lhe Lufe
1 2th century copy ofter Zhou Fong (oct. 766-ofler 796)
Hondscrol l ,  ink ond colours on s i lk
Width 28 cm, length 75.3 cm
The Nelson-Atk ins Museum of  A* (32- '159/1)
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also saw the fi.nther development of landscape painting that
shessed the importance of nature and the place of human beings
within it. As parrting was often deeply associated with nature, so
was music, especially that for the qin. Early Chinese speculative
thinkers seemed especially committed to the identification of a
fundamental order in music (not unlike the Greek Pythagorean

(Fig. 4) Lisfening io the Qin
By Emperor Huizong (r .  1 101-25),  c.  1 102
Hong ing  sc ro l l ,  i n k  ond  co lou r  on  s i i k
l te ight  147 .2 cm, width 5l  .3 cm
Poloce Museum, Bei i ing (Gu 5873)

view) and the idea that pitch could be applied uniformly and com-
prehensivelyto all the processes ofnature thattookplace in time.

Although its construction and tonal capacity suggest that the

4lz is intended to be played indoors, it is often seen porlrayed in
painting as the inseparable companion of a scholar-gentleman in
a garden or a setting incorporating mountains and streams (Fig.
4). The identification of the qin with nature is quite understand-
able considering the mythical origins ofthe instrument, as well as
the fact that th e t on g tree from which th e q in w as made can often
be found in Chinese paintings, leaning against steep precipices.

fhe 
literati gradually extended their hold over the qin, so

I that lrom about the l6th century onwards. it became an in-
strument exclusive to them. The result was, on the one hand, the
association of the instrument with other literary pursuits - in our
case, painting and on the other, as pointed out by James C. Y.
Watt, a stranglehold by this social group that almost kille dlhe qin
as amusical inshument (Watt, p. 38). Not only did aplaying tradi-
tion develop that ignored phrasing ofthe melodic line in favour of
the qualities of individual sounds (and silences) - a deliberate
part of the literati's esoteric approach - but there was often no
need to play the instrument at all. In fact, this seems to have been
the ideal. Just as a painting transcended image-making (since a
painting could be seen as a mindscape rather than simply a repre-
sentation of the extemal world), so the qin transcended sound.

Many earlier writings on the qin emphasized this absence of
sound, and there are poems and essays that describe instruments
with no strings. The poet Tao Yuanming (365-427) vrote:
'Knowing the significance of what is rn the qin, why labour to
bring forth sound from its sfrings?'(Kenneth J. DeWoskin, 'The

Chinese Qin', in Addiss et al., p. 25). What became important
were not the sounds themselves, if they were made at all, but the
after-sounds, the moments of silence. This way of thinking
reflects a Daoist approach, which can also be seen in the work of
poets like Xiao Tong (501-31). 'What need is there of silk and
bamboo?', he wrote. 'Mountains and water have pure sounds'
(ibid., p. 2 8). Similar ideas were expressed by Bai Juy i (7 7 2-8 46),
as found in his poem 'The Forsaken Qin':

Itsjade studs lack not luster though long disused,
On its red strings dust and dirt have gathered.
For a long time it has been abandoned
But its clear sound lingers in the air.
(Lai and Mok, p. 90)

However, the poet, painter and theorist Su Shi (1037-1101)
wrote: 'If, as you say, music comes from the qin, why doesn't it
make sounds when it is in its case? Then if, as you say, music is in
the fingers, why not just listen to your fingertips?' (DeWoskin,
op. cit., p. 28).

The rare occasions on which the qin was actually played
were significant. Anumber of early texts relate the story ofthe qln
player Yu Baiya and his musical companion Zhong Ziqi (llth
century BCE), who could immediately understand the inner
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thoughts of his fi:iend purely ffom the music: 'When Yu Baiya

played the qin andZhongZiqi listened, ZhongZiql's thoughts

were transported to towering mountains. He exclaimed to Yu

Baiya: "How mawellous! With majesty akin to Mount Tai." But

in another moment his thoughts were carried to flowing waters:
"How marvellous, bubbling and flowing like our mightiest

rivers"' (ibid., p. 24).WhenZhongZiqi died, Yu Baiya broke his

qin utdnever played again, for he believed that with the death of

his fi:rend there was no one worthy enough to hear his music.

Such legends helped developthe qin asaninstrument whose

sound could only be appreciated by the cognoscenti. In fact, as

suggested above, the informed listener was as important as the

player. Both were an integral, symbiotic part of the perfofinance,

two halves of the whole. Without the two, there was no perfor-

mance; the music was not complete. These ideas also resonate in

the execution and appreciation ofpainting and its sister ar1, callig-

raphy, where the finished work is understood and judged not

solely in terms of its subject-matter or technique, but through fol-

lowing the process of its execution and the resulting revelation of

the thoughts and qualities of the artist's inner self. The work is

only complete, as it were, when there is a direct rappoft between

aftist and viewer, like that between Yu BaiyaandZhongZiqi. As

with the movements of the brush, the movements of lhe qin

player, whether rapid or slow; the shaping of his hand and finger
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(Fig.  5)  Poge {rom o qin monuol  showing
the hond movement A Crone About to Soor
Reproduced {rom the Ming per iod
encyclopoedio Soncoi luhur (i//usfrofions
o{ the Three Reo/ms), 1 61 0

(Fig.  6)  Hoi  yue qing hui  q in
Soulhern Song per iod,  1 3th century

Wood wi th b lock locquer
L e n g t h 1 l 7 . 5 c m

Poloce Museum. Bei i ing (Gu 169236)
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positions; his touch, and so on, are imporlant elements of a pefor-

mance. They require absolute concentration on the part of both

performer and listener, to the extent that the mind and imagination

are engaged with the experience beyond its aural manifestation,

much in the way the viewer of a painting is engaged with a work

beyond its mere visual aspects.

Nevertheless, the importance of visual references in the ar-

ticulation of qin music is clearly apparent in the playing manuals

or handbooks which concentrate on hand movements in perfor-

mance, rather than pitch or duration as found in Westem musical

notation. Character slmbois direct 1eft- and right-hand finger

movements, phrasing, style and rh).thmrc suggestions, leaving a

great deal of discretion extempore to the performer. Of fuilher in-

terest here are the accompanying illustrations and their imagina-

tive descriptions that use examples from nature to aid mental
preparation and create the appropriate model for the hand move-

ment (Fig. 5). 'A Praying Mantis Captures a Cicada' and 'A

Crane About to Soar'are two typical examples where the hand
gesfure is shown alongside the natural scene. As Kenneth

DeWoskin has observed: 'These evocative names provide not

only a physical reference for the performer to practice the hand

movement, but they also provide a meditative context or frame-
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work in which to perfect the postures and movement' (ibid., p.

25). Aids to mental preparation were also used by artists and cal-

ligraphers, from the making of ink to the inspiration of appropri-

ate objects on the table or in the study.

While all this might signify the closeness of the instrument

and its player to nature and thus ideally to inner knowledge, it

also disguises the fact that most literati did not actually know

how to play. Indeed, the instrument was more collected and

displayed than played. Famous qin were as prized as paintings

and calligraphy, and were treated as such. Instruments were given
poetic names, such as the example in the collection of the Na-

tional Museums of Scotland named after the legendary emperor
Yu Shun, which relates it directly to the origins of music (see Fig.
1a). A second title on the instrument refers to its purpose: Iong
yin kexie ('Sounds in harmony forever'), aphrase that originated
from the Shujing (Book of Histoty). The Southem Song dynasty
(1127-1279) qrn illushated inFigure 6 bears thetitleHail,ue qing

hui ('Clear light of the rising moon from the sea'). Along both

sides of the sound trough on the back of the instrument are in-

scriptions by famous previous owners. The presence of the in-

scriptions here relates directly to conventions in painting and cal-

ligraphy, where it was standard practice to apply seals of
ownership, signatures and colophons or commentaries to the

work itself (see, for example, Fig. 4). The custom was part of a
long hadition of connoisseurship, and gave later owners and
viewers the opportunity of making a direct link with the work's

creator and previous owners, as well as allowing the work to carry
its provenance as an integral and growing work in progress, as it

were. The use of this artistic convention by the literati onthe qin

equated the instrument with the highest art forms in China -

painting and calligraphy. Even the convention ofhangingthe qin

on the wall in a verlical manner, as one would a painting, rein-

forced that relationship.

escriptive terms used in poetry - another high literati afl
form - as exoressions of deeo-felt emotion. such as

'pure', 'delicate', 'pale' and 'faint' 
, were also used to describe

the music of the qin. Since the 4lz was the instrument ofthe gen-

try its music was peaceful, harmonious and devoid of stress and

excitement, descriptions also appliedto certain forms ofpainting.
One particular genre, popular especially in the 16th and

early lTth centuries during the late Ming period (1368-1644)

and represented here by the work in Figure 7, further links the
qinto patnting. These paintings tend to be formulaic in composi-
tion. A scholar sits in a pavilion in his garden or within a much
grander landscape, with his scholarly accessories placed on a ta-
ble next to him. Visible at the edge ofthe painting is an approach-
ing figure - a scholar friend accompanied by a sewant carrying a
qin. The figures are framed by nature, in this case, overarching
trees in the foreground, and dwarfed by the backdrop of a moun-
tainous landscape.

The subject appears again and again in painting, as well as

on objects such as lacquer trays and boxes (Fig. 8). The
well-known handscroll by Tang Yin (1470-1523), Thsting Tea,
follows a similar pattem (Fig. 9). A scholar sits in thoughtful
mood in a pavilion in his garden, surrounded by scholarly acces-
sories and enjoying the connoisseurship offine tea. He is soon to
be joined by a friend accompanied by a servant carrying a qin

wrapped in its silk cover. In contrast to the hanging scroll, the sur-
rounding landscape is less dramatic and more intimate, as we
peep in through a rocky vantage point in the foreground. This in-
timacy is, to a cefiain extent, imposed by the format, as a
handscroll could only be enjoyed by a srngle viewer.

On one level, the instrument is obviously a syrnbol of eru-
dition, a badge of literati status. I think, however, that its pres-

ence also reinforces, by complex poetic references, the pur-
pose or meaning behind this style of painting. Many of these
works belong to a genre that married the commemorative por-

trait with landscape painting. Within the generic formula of
the scholar in a pavilion being approached by a friend is a spe-
cific individual, usually identified in the inscription, but if not,
still identifiable to the person or group of persons who com-
missioned the work. As Anne Clapp has written inThe Paint-
tng of T'ang frn:'This kind ofportrait grew into a social institu-

(Fis.  B) Dish
Yongle per iod ( '1403 25)
Corved locquer
D iome te r  34 .8  cm
Trustees of  the Not ionol  Museums
of Scol lond (1930-497)
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(Fig. 9) Iosting leo
By Tong Yin 11470-1523)
Hondscroll, ink ond colour on poper
Width 3 l  .1  cm, length 

,105.8 
cm

Poloce Museum, Beii ing frin 871 77)

tion inMing times because it functioned as apublic recognition of

achievement. The literati accepted and supported it as an incen-

tive to members of their caste to escape anonymity by seeking ex-

cellence and conferred it as a reward on those who were success-

ful .... The Ming portrait, like the porhait of ancient China,
justified its existence by interpreting its subject as a pattem of

moral virtue in ttre fuIl Confucian sense' (Clapp,p. 66).
Many of the paintings were given to, or commissioned by,

members of the elite to commemorate significant events in

personal histories : birthdays, funerals, offi cial appointfiIents,

the conferral ofdegrees, and so on. Theywere also producedto

mark retirement from office - sometimes a forced retirement.

In this latter context in particular, there is perhaps another rea-

son why the qinispresent,which has to do with some of the mu-

sic written for the instrument.

Qinmusic is often programmatic, not only in the overall po-

etic titles, but also within the sequential movements of a work -

rather like the Western l9th century programmatic symphony or

symphonic poem. Titles and subjects used for qln compositions

find their equivalents in poehy and painting. Ostensibly, such

works are associated with nature, with titles such as 'Dialogue of

the Fisherman and Woodcutter'or 'Wild Geese Descending on

the Sandbank'. They often reflect loss or parllng, such as 'Re-

membering an Old Friend', or'Parting atYang Guan', which are

linked to famous poems. The titles resonate with symbolism. On

the one hand, the presence of lhe qin in a painting could evoke

ideas of loss simply by symbolic reference to the story of Yu

Baiya smashing his instrument on the death of ZhongZiq| On the

other, such titles provided the opporhrnity for covert metaphors of
protest by a wronged official. As Alfreda Murck has written of

the Eight Wews of the Xiao and Xiang (of which Wild Geese De-

scending on the Sandbank is one scene), such works became 'a

paradigmatic subject ... by loyal men who felt wronged'(Murck,
p.42). The wild geese of the title s)'rnbolized the travelling man

or one without a home or oosition. and would have been recog-

nized as such.
Arguably then, the inclusion of lhe qin in Chinese painting

of the 16th and l7th centuries is not incidental, nor is its sienifi-

cance necessarilyjust an attribute ofthe scholar. It can signify

something more momentous in the life of an individual who was

either the recipient of the work or its executant. Either way, such
paintings represent a highly personal statement. The existence of

musical works for the qinbeaingthe same titles caries the s1m-

bolism fuilher and, I would suggest, takes the visual significance

of the instrument into another dimension.
For an instrument that was not actually made by the literati

(as were calligraphy and painting), let alone always played by
them, it is remarkable that the qin anditsmusic came to share so

many of the artistic conventions and references comected with

China's two supreme arls. We must look to the qin's ancient ori-
gins and its deep cukural associations for part ofthe answer, but

also to those many inherent subtleties that were so readily frans-

latable into visual and syrnbolic terms and which therefore tran-

scended the merely physical.

Nick Pearce is Professor of Chinese Art and Director ofthe Institute for
Art History Department of History of Art, University of Glasgow.
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